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Question 1 ( 10 marks)

is question asks you to design a controller that automatically opens a parachute.
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e controller has two active-high altitude-detection inputs barhi and barlo, an active-low
safety switch safe_n and a clock input. barhi is asserted at 500 m altitute or less. barlo is
asserted at 100 m or less. safe_n is de-asserted when the parachute leaves the plane. clock
is a one-pulse-per-second clock.

e controller has two active-high outputs: drogue and main. Both outputs should be set low
whenever safe_n is asserted. Otherwise drogue should be asserted when barhi or barlo
are asserted. main should be asserted 5 seconds aerdrogue is asserted or if barlo is asserted.

(a) Write the VHDL entity declaration for the controller called controller.
(b) Write a VHDL architecture that implements the controller.

Use std_logic and unsigned types only. You do not need to include library and use
statements. You do not need to register the outputs.
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Question 2 ( 8 marks)

Write a VHDL entity and architecture corresponding to the following schematic:
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Use std_logic for single-bit signals (those where the bus width is not shown) and unsigned
for multi-bit signals. Blocks labelled +/-1 add/subtract one from their inputs. Signals labelled
in the schematic are entity inputs or outputs. You may choose any name(s) for signals within
the architecture.
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Question 3 ( 6 marks)

Draw the schematic corresponding to the following VHDL code:

library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.numeric_std.all;

architecture behav of exam is
signal wave, waven : unsigned (14 downto 0) ;
signal set, up, tick : std_logic ;

begin

waven <=
to_unsigned(1234,15) when set = '1' else
wave+2 when up = '1' else
wave ;

process(tick)
begin

if tick'event and tick = '1' then
wave <= waven ;

end if ;
end process ;

end behav;

Label all signals with their names. Use conventional schematic symbols. Draw conditional
assignments using multiple two-input multiplexers. Label each multiplexer input with the
corresponding value of the select input. Show the bus widths for multi-bit signals.
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